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M&C reflected on worship, reviewing the past month’s meetings. We noted the lengthy 
response to the corporate query, “How do we prepare and hearts and minds for meeting for 
worship?”, shared the observation that both early and late meetings have been well attended in spite 
of snowy Sundays, and remind ourselves to spread the word to all about the importance of 
announcing all meeting events in every way we can, electronically, through notes placed in the basket 
to be read aloud in early and late meetings, and through postings on the bulletin board so that we all 
might be aware of all meeting events. 
 
We hold members of our community in the light. 
 
We support Nominating Committee proposal to restructure and rename the Peace and Justice 
Committee, to be presented in meeting for business. 
 
March 10 M&C held a day-long retreat at Welcome Hill. Our time was centered on our 
thoughts on eldering and how we support people’s callings. As we considered ways in which we 
support people’s callings, we want to first be sure we regularly connect with each member and 
attender on a regular basis. 
 
We are also aware of our desire to clarify M&C’s role and expectations of committees. 
 
With individuals, a simple ‘How are you doing?’ might be good start. We decided to keep it in mind to 
be conscious about having conversations with members and attenders on an ongoing, regular basis. 
This may take many forms: in person, by phone, via electronic means, in our everyday interactions 
outside of meeting, etc. M&C will check-in with one another in M&C meetings to note any members 
and attenders we may not be reaching. 
 
With committees: We began to consider M&C’s role to help hold committees as committees hold 
individuals. ‘How’s it going?’ might also be a valuable question for us to ask clerks and members of 
those committees. This would be in addition to regular reports to M&C from the clerks of oversight, 
support, and clearness. A question M&C might consider asking clerks of those committees: ‘Is there a 
way we can be helpful to you as you offer care and support?’ 
 
We also considered the good chart of our various committees, received from Julie Forsythe some time 
ago and have refined a chart of committees for oversight, support, and clearness. In our consideration 
of committees, we recommend Nominating include year of start of term for each member of each of 
our committees of Oversight for Ministry, Gifts and Leadings. 
 
We found Welcome Hill to be a wonderful place to gathering and for contemplation. 
 
On Recording Gifts of Vocal Ministry and the Minute of Exercise being prepared for a Called 
Meeting at 12:30 on May 6, the committee offered Roger both written and verbal feedback on a 
draft Minute of Exercise. In general, the advice was to make the minute more explicit, laying out the 
two questions being considered, and describing the key areas where there is not accord. 
 
M&C received a request for membership inter-denominational transfer from El 
Dearborn. El wrote: 
I haven’t been in meeting for a while because something shifted inside me. After sitting for some months with 
no guidance, I said yes to guidance in the form of a friend's invitation to the Guilford Church. We went early 
to join in choir practice. I was barely speaking due to brain injury but there I was so at home, weeping and 



singing! I have African children. There were other Africans there. I am a person with a deep Christian 
wellspring. I found sharing the outward expression of it deeply nourishing. Surprised, feeling the Inward 
Guide at work, I stayed. Now I ask that you transfer me out of Putney Friends. I will miss this circle of 
Friends. Many blessings have come my way since first joining Friends 42 years ago. Chief among them: it 
was at Pendle Hill that I met my husband to be, that amazing Richard Brady. With love, Elisabeth 

ACTION: Approved 
 
Membership transfer request – David Moon 
Extract of letter from David: 
I would like to ask that Putney Friends Meeting approve the transfer of my membership to Amesbury Friends 
Meeting. I moved here to the coast two years ago, and have found the Friends Meeting at Amesbury to be a 
beautifully welcoming and spiritually nurturing community. It has been ten years since I took a marked step 
back from regular worship and participation in the work and life of Putney Friends Meeting. In the past two 
years, my partner Carolyn Moore and I have been welcomed at Amesbury, and I am moved to participate 
more fully in life and participation of our faith and practice here. At Putney many years ago, I worked with 
Friends to consider our statements about membership and our practices regarding consideration of requests 
for membership. That work and the results of it, along with many others in our worship and in our business, 
deepened my experience as a Friend. My experience as a Friend at Putney held me to our faith in the reality 
of Spirit during many years of challenge and change. Now I ask that you recommend me to Amesbury as I 
rekindle commitment to our practice on a regular basis. Membership carries a commitment that is 
meaningful to me, and that I offer to share with Friends here. I hold all of you in the highest possible regard, 
and will be with you to worship and to share fellowship whenever I can. In love and light, David Moon 
ACTION: Approved 
 
M&C put forward names for Nominating Committee to reach out to individuals for consideration as 
new members of M&C to replace Janice and Cookie who are rotating off. 
 
State of the Meeting possible topics include: 
Minute of exercise about vocal ministry 
Blooming of subgroups around consolidated, concerted social activism (immigration, racism, 
overflow shelter) 
Perhaps the theme is the range of things that we are “grappling with”. 
Need to be approved by the April business meeting to meet the deadline of the M&C of Yearly 
Meeting. 
 
We considered reports from committees for support, oversight, and clearness. 
 
We minuted approval to accept the recommendation of the Clearness Committee for 
Membership on behalf of Michelle Wright. 
 
In our April Meeting we expect to address approval of Welcome Card, revised committee chart, 
state of meeting report, and continuing business. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Tom Howe 
Clerk of M&C 
Janice Baldwin, Cookie Forsythe, Laurie Coursin, Susan Slowinski, Ian Conway, Peg 
Alden, Roger Jasaitis ex officio, Noah Merrill ex officio 


